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adventure The walker set out on his hundredth  .adventure

adventure The walker set out on his hundredth  .adventure

signature The document is not valid without a  .signature

signature The document is not valid without a  .signature

Agriculture  is vital in providing food for the world.Agriculture

Agriculture  is vital in providing food for the world.Agriculture

temperature The  in the desert was over 40 degrees.temperature

temperature The  in the desert was over 40 degrees.temperature

creature A crocodile is a very dangerous  .creature

creature A crocodile is a very dangerous  .creature

puncture Tom had to submerge his bike tyre to find the  .puncture

puncture Tom had to submerge his bike tyre to find the  .puncture

fixture The display had become a permanent  at the museum.fixture

fixture The display had become a permanent  at the museum.fixture

ensure

In the US, during the prohibition era 1920 -1933, the sale, manufacture and 

transport of alocohol was prohibited, to  that Americans could not ensure

consume alcohol.

ensure

In the US, during the prohibition era 1920 -1933, the sale, manufacture and 

transport of alocohol was prohibited, to  that Americans could not ensure

consume alcohol.

familiar There were  faces in the audience.familiar
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familiar There were  faces in the audience.familiar

peculiar That was a  face that you pulled.peculiar

peculiar That was a  face that you pulled.peculiar

regular
Poetry is writing arranged in lines, often with a  rhythm and regular

sometimes with a pattern of rhymes.

regular
Poetry is writing arranged in lines, often with a  rhythm and regular

sometimes with a pattern of rhymes.

popular

popular

vicar A  is nost often seen at church.Vicar

vicar A  is nost often seen at church.Vicar

sugar Too much  is bad for your teeth.sugar

sugar Too much  is bad for your teeth.sugar

rectangular A shoe box is  in shape.rectangular

rectangular A shoe box is  in shape.rectangular

particular
Genre is the different kinds of writing for a  purpose; for example, particular

thriller, romance, novel, poetry.

particular
Genre is the different kinds of writing for a  purpose; for example, particular

thriller, romance, novel, poetry.
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